
ACCURACY AND BURDEN VOLTAGE 

Accuracy 

Digital multimeters generally take measurements with accuracy superior 

to their analog counterparts. Standard analog multimeters measure with 

typically three percent accuracy,[4] though instruments of higher 

accuracy are made. Standard portable digital multimeters are specified to 

have an accuracy of typically 0.5% on the DC voltage ranges. 

Mainstream bench-top multimeters are available with specified accuracy 

of better than ±0.01%. Laboratory grade instruments can have accuracies 

of a few parts per million.[5] 

Accuracy figures need to be interpreted with care. The accuracy of an 

analog instrument usually refers to full-scale deflection; a measurement 

of 10V on the 100V scale of a 3% meter is subject to an error of 3V, 

30% of the reading. Digital meters usually specify accuracy as a 

percentage of reading plus a percentage of full-scale value, sometimes 

expressed in counts rather than percentage terms. 
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Quoted accuracy is specified as being that of the lower millivolt (mV) DC range, 

and is known as the "basic DC volts accuracy" figure.  

Higher DC voltage ranges, current, resistance, AC and other ranges will usually 

have a lower accuracy than the basic DC volts figure. AC measurements only meet 

specified accuracy within a specified range of frequencies. 

Manufacturers can provide calibration services so that new meters may be 

purchased with a certificate of calibration indicating the meter has been adjusted to 

standards traceable to, for example, the US National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST), or other national standards laboratory. 

Test equipment tends to drift out of calibration over time, and the specified 

accuracy cannot be relied upon indefinitely. For more expensive equipment, 

manufacturers and third parties provide calibration services so that older 

equipment may be recalibrated and recertified. The cost of such services is 

disproportionate for inexpensive equipment; however extreme accuracy is not 

required for most routine testing. Multimeters used for critical measurements may 

be part of a metrology program to assure calibration. 
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Burden voltage 

Any ammeter, including a multimeter in a current range, has a certain resistance. 

Most multimeters inherently measure voltage, and pass a current to be measured 

through a shunt resistance, measuring the voltage developed across it. The voltage 

drop is known as the burden voltage, specified in volts per ampere. The value can 

change depending on the range the meter selects, since different ranges usually use 

different shunt resistors.[7][8] 

The burden voltage can be significant in low-voltage circuits. To check for its 

effect on accuracy and on external circuit operation the meter can be switched to 

different ranges; the current reading should be the same and circuit operation 

should not be affected if burden voltage is not a problem. If this voltage is 

significant it can be reduced (also reducing the inherent accuracy and precision of 

the measurement) by using a higher current range. 
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